Warehouse Forklift Safety Training Seattle - Businesses usually face liability for injuries and damage sustained in workplace accidents. Warehouses can be dangerous places to the individuals who work there. That is why employee safety is a top priority for lots of companies. Warehouse safety training is amongst the most effective methods to protect workers, while minimizing expenses connected with accidents and injuries.

The warehouse holds large amounts of stock and materials which could pose dangers, particularly when these are being transported. The moving of stock using a powered machinery or manually can result in injuries the employees’ hands, fingers, toes and feet. Slipping, tripping and falling are common causes of injury. Heavy stuff can fall off shelves and harm staff. Forklifts and other equipment carry inherent risks as they manipulate heavily laden pallets. Wrong lifting is a common source of back injuries. Even splinters, box cutters and nails could result in harm.

Warehouse conditions can change from one minute to the next, depending on the substances or materials being handled, the work being performed and the machine being used. Because of the different potential dangers in warehouse environment, warehouse operations are regulated by many various standards. There are rules for storage and material handling, for working and walking surfaces, and rules governing the selection and use of PPE (personal protective equipment).

Many warehouse safety regulations are common sense. Here are some examples of warehouse rules all personnel should be familiar with:

1. While working in a warehouse, safety is a top priority at all times.
2. When work calls for right PPE, like gloves, safety shoes, hard hats and eye protection, they must be worn.
3. Possible hazards must be checked and reported.
4. Know warning signals and signs - and follow them.
5. Pay attention to the tasks you are doing.
6. Pay attention to the work that others are performing nearby, particularly when they are working with forklifts and various dangerous machines.
7. Make sure that stacked products and materials are secured and stable.

To be able to guarantee a safe warehouse, employees must adhere to good housekeeping regulations. Basic regulations for housekeeping involves keeping the aisles and floors clear of items like for example wires and cords. Never perch things insecurely on a surface. When spills take place, clean up at once. Dispose of garbage in proper containers. Keep fire exits, fire extinguishers and sprinklers accessible. Put box cutters and other sharp tools away instantly after using. Report tripping hazards such as loose or damaged flooring.